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Abstract. The //-regular class of pseudoanalytic functions satisfy the Cauchy-

Riemann equations for Au = p u. A sampling algorithm is given which ex-

presses the Fourier coefficients of these functions as a countable sum of sample

values taken around a circle. This representation is obtained using Möbius

inversion.

1. Introduction

The potential of the strong nuclear force can be described by the solution

e'^/r of the elliptic equation

(1) Au = p u       (p > 0).

This description was proposed by the Japanese physicist Hideki Yukawa, and

equation (1) now bears his name. Subsequently, Duffin [2] undertook the de-

velopment of a Yukawan potential theory, which forms the basis of our present

work. As /i->0,a solution of the Yukawa equation becomes a solution of the

Laplace equation.

In this article, attention is restricted to the two-dimensional case of (1).

Functions which are C -solutions of ( 1 ) in a domain of the complex plane are

termed panharmonic. They give rise to pseudoanalytic functions f = u + iv ,

where u and v are panharmonic and satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations

for (1). These pseudoanalytic functions are termed p-regular, and have an el-

egant Fourier series representation, the coefficients of which seem to satisfy a

new Bieberbach condition (cf. [5]).

Our aim is to give a sampling theorem. In our case it yields an exact rep-

resentation of the Fourier coefficients of a /¿-regular function / by taking a

countable set of values of / on the boundary of a circle. The authors in [3]

have already given a similar algorithm for the Taylor coefficients of an analytic
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function, but a different approach is required in the present case. Here we em-

ploy the representation of Fourier cosine coefficients developed by Bruns [1]

and Wintner [6] (cf. [4]).

2. Definitions

We first give some preliminaries concerning panharmonic and ¿¿-regular func-

tions. The reader is referred to Duffin [2] for details.

Given a function f(z) = u(x, y) + iv(x,y), where u, v e C    and are

real-valued, satisfying the Cauchy-Riemann equations

du     dv
dx = dy-+fiU>

du        dv

f(z) is called p-regular. Note that f(z) is pseudoanalytic and that both u

and v are panharmonic. We say that f(z) is p-regular in the closed unit disk

U: \z\ < 1 if it is /¿-regular in an open disk containing U. As p —> 0, a

/¿-regular function becomes a classical analytic function.

We now have the following Fourier series representation, deduced from The-

orems 10 and 21 of [2]:

Theorem 1. Let f(z) be p-regular in U. Then, for \z\ = r < 1,
oo

(2) /(*)= E ^¡(/"V"9.
n=—oo

where

and In is the modified Bessel function of the first kind given by

'■M = h. (!)"
(jc/2)2 (x/2)4

(n+1)      l-2-(«+l)(« + 2)

Moreover, the Fourier coefficients of negative index are given by c_n = c~x .

The condition c_n = ~c~x characterizes a /¿-regular function and will be

significant in the development of the sampling formula obtained in §3. Also,

for n = 0 and 0 < a < 1, we have the mean value property (cf. [2, Theorem

61)

,3) '<°>=:rôf/("<'V<'-
3.  A SAMPLING FORMULA

In this section we discuss a sampling formula for Fourier cosine coefficients

which has its origins in the work of Bruns [ 1 ] and was subsequently developed

by Wintner [6] and, more recently, by us [3, 4].
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A key ingredient of the sampling algorithm is the well-known Möbius func-

tion, here denoted by v instead of p, from number theory, defined on the

positive integers by:

(i)   i/(l) = 1;

(ii)   v(j) = 0 if there is a prime p such that p \j ;

(iii) if j = pxp2 ■ ■ ■ pt is the prime factorization of j , and the p¡ 's are all

distinct, then u(j) = (-1)1.

The role which the Möbius function plays in Fourier analysis results from

e fact tl
formally,

the fact that if g(x) is a function of period 2n with f^ g(x)dx = 0, then,

oo      .,-.   kn

an = Y^1~kn~Y^^2nmlkn^        " = 1,2,3,...
k=\ m=\

gives the cosine coefficients of g(x). Wintner gave sufficient conditions for the

validity of this identity (cf. [6]). The following adaptation of the theorem of

Wintner is now used:

Theorem 2. Let cp  be real-valued of period 2n on  \z\ = 1, and let cokn =

g2zi/kn     jj. y   has the normalizatim   ß* ^i») ¿ß _. Q   and y> g LiP] ([0 , In]) ,

then the Fourier cosine coefficients of cp satisfy

oo      11 ,    kn

k=\ m=\

The sampling theorem for /¿-regular functions can now be established.

Theorem 3. Let f(z) be p-regular in U. Then the coefficients of the Fourier

series representation (2) are given by the recursive relation

. oo       ,. .    kn

c« = 77^E^E[/Kmn)-/(0)^)]-^7'        « = 1,2,3,....
lnW kmi   Kn   m=i

Proof. Letting cn = an + ibn and \z\ = r =1, (2) yields

/(*)=     E   ̂ anI\n\^C0%ne~bnI\n\^Únnd"1
n=—oo

oo

+ 1' E {bnIM(n)cosn8 + anI¡nl(p)sinnd) = u(d) + iv(8).
n= — oo

The cosine terms of u are
oo oo oo

E anIn(lU) C0S n6 + E a-nIn(fi) C0S nQ = Vo^) + E^ + a-n)In^) C0S "Ö '
n=0 n=l n=\

Likewise, the cosine terms of v are:

°0I0(n) + 1>2(bn + b_n)In(p)cosn8.
B=l
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Now, the hypotheses imply that functions U(d) = u(6) - a0I0(p) and V(6) =

v(d) - b0I0(p) belong to Lip,([0, 2jt]) . Moreover,

¿C me")dl} " hC *">dB - "»'«M - » - s f V{e"}de■
As a consequence, Theorem 2 implies

(4)

oo       ,, n    kn
v(k)

fc=l m=\

V(k)
kn

(5) (^uw = Ei7E^)'
k=\ m=\

Combining (4) + i(5), we obtain

K + c_n)in(p) = (cn + c^rx)in(p)

by the /¿-regularity of f(z), and it follows that

c« = 7¿)Et^E[/K„)-/(0)/oU)]-^7.      » = 1,2,3,

as desired.

k=\ m=\

As f(0)I0(p) is the integral mean of / by (3), this term can be evaluated

by various techniques if it is not known explicitly.

4. Truncation errors

An estimate can be given for the truncation error for the preceding represen-

tation. To this end, we require the following (cf. [6]):

Lemma. If cp is a real-valued function of period 2n on \z\ = 1  and satisfies

cp1 e Lip, ([0, 2n]), then

^f%{eie)de-l-±ct>(e
2nj0 n^

27tim/n]
<

c

where C is the Lipschitz constant.

Assuming no error in cn_x, the following estimate obtains, using a truncated

sum in Theorem 3:

(    1    v-> v(k) vA ,
Cn-[W)zZj^¿Zf^kn)-Cn -1

k=l m=\

kn

¿l¥^/(*
1       2C

k=N+l

oc

m=\

1

<

W    n2 k^+xk2

2C

IAp)n2N '
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where we have taken the normalization f(0) = 0, and applied the lemma to

the real and imaginary parts of f(z).

Note that, although the error in computing cn is cumulative, this is some-
_2

what compensated for by the n factor in the estimate. In fact, computer

implementation of the sampling algorithm would seem to indicate much more

rapid convergence than is given by the error estimate.
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